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Mark M

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love it and the story behind Windham Weaponry. 











Edward T

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










love it love it super accurate and very well made AR... great buy from Buds 











Shawn T

on
07/04/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I recently made the decision to purchase my first AR15, and after extensive searching and researching, I ended up going with Windham because I am from Maine and wanted to support my home state, and plus Windham makes some if not the best made rifles in the world, because they used to be bushmaster, and Navy seals were using their rifles back in the day, they were and still are that good, if not better. Fit and finish are perfect. I wanted an old school looking rifle from back in Vietnam. This particular model has a mil spec trigger, and let me tell you, I have never shot an AR in my life, I put a 30 round pmag loaded with 223 brown bear steel case downrange 50 yards at a splatter target, all 30 rounds hit the target, I hit the bullseye 7 times, and all my other groupings were extremely tight. This is one hell of a rifle. You can't beat experience and Windham has more of it then the rest. 











Gerald G

on
06/19/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great rifle at an affordable price and best of all it’s built by the original bushmaster employees. The fit and finish is spot on 











Jason S

on
03/24/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First purchase from Buds and I can say that I am more than pleased with the rifle! I've ran a few hundred rounds through it now without a hiccup and the fit and finish is superb I would recommend this rifle to anyone in the market for a base AR you won't be disappointed not to mention you're buying from a great company! 











Glenn G

on
01/14/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I was very impressed with the quick turnaround and delivery by Bud’s. It was delivered to my selected gun shop two days after my order. Amazing these days.
The Quality of the Windham HBC was apparent. I have not fired any rounds through this one yet, but did have one for a few years that I got in trade with a friend. I replaced the trigger, handguards, buttstock and added an MRO red dot along with a short Magpul foregrip and it fit me perfectly. Shot very well and I was very comfortable/happy with it. It was my home defense weapon. Well, my buddy wanted the rifle back so I retraded with him. Replaced it with a BCM Recce 14 ELW upper and a separate lower. It works ok but it was not the same no matter what I did. So I got me another HBC. Did some dry firing and it does not appear that I have to replace the trigger this time...no grit with this one...smoother. 











Mauricio E

on
08/10/2021




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Very nice weapon ! Shipping was a mess for most my order but over all great products! 











James J

on
03/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Overall, highly recommend the Windham Weaponry AR rifles. Saw my first WW AR at a local gun shop, but they were considerably higher priced than Bud's and did have this model in stock. Rifle fit and finish is exceptional. Trigger is nice for a baseline factory gun. I have not done any formal accuracy testing, but from the plinking I've done, there's no doubt it will cut tight groups. Guess it's about time now to start accessorizing! 











James G

on
03/26/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this model Windham from Bud's about 1 1/2 years ago. I have been very happy with my Windham, as it has been dead reliable and not finicky on what ammo it will run with. It is also pretty darn accurate out to 100 meters at least, which is as far as I have shot it. The fit and finish on my R16A4T is good and is holding up well so far. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend the Windham R16A4T to anyone. I would guess that I've run a few thousand rounds through my rifle, both factory ammo and reloads with no problems since I got it. And Bud's got my rifle to me in a reasonable amount of time too. 











Steven J

on
11/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have bought a few of these and the bottom line is that it is an excellent product made by an outstanding company. Fit ,Finish, and Performance has been great. 











Zachary B

on
07/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I did a lot of research on various AR models. The HBC from Windham Weaponry I think is one of the best out there. This is also the first purchase I have made from Bud's. I am very pleased with both. 











Eugene S

on
03/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun has been great. Almost 300 rounds fired with no problems. Great Deal when they were $800. 











Russell M

on
12/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can I say? I LOVE this gun! They really nailed it on this one. Perfect fit and finish. I can with a very detailed manual and a plastic gun case. You really wouldn't want to do long term storage in it but hey, they sent it for free. I would definitely buy another Windham! 











David H

on
11/17/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Very nice fit and finish. Only reason I took 1 star off because the first mag iI got both reloads and factory ammo was catching on the neck of the brass II called WW and they very nicely sent out a new one. Unfortunately the replacement did the same. I bought 2 magpul mags issue resolved. Still have to range test it but that's my review so far. If I have any issues at the range I will update. 











Steve B

on
11/03/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great fit and finish. Very well made. Fed all kinds of ammo flawlessly. Best AR for the money by far! 











Timothy L

on
10/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautifully made rifle. Everything looked good and operated smoothly. Machined pieces fit perfectly. 100+ rounds through it, straight from the box without any failures. Brass thrown very consistantly. My eyesight isn't good enough to judge how well it placed the rounds but it shoots better than I hold! 











Duff M

on
10/16/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great fit and finish. Fast ship. Just what I ordered. I haven't shot it yet but the first look at the rifle is impressive. 











Thomas S

on
09/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service, fast shipping, a great product and good price. Thanks. 











John M

on
06/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rifle is simply perfect for the price!!! I have had it for 3-4 months now. Took it out and put 240 rounds thru it without a problem. Nice grouping. I highly recommend this rifle! 











Dennis D

on
04/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first rifle purchase and I couldn't be happier. Finally after having purchased this a month ago I was able to shoot it. Took it out to the range and fired a 3 shot group at 50 yards with iron sights to see how accurate it was. 2 of the 3 in the red bullseye. WOW!! Such a nice looking and shooting piece. After adding a scope and zeroing it out. WOW, WOW, WOW. Shot 100 rds and not one issue. Everyone there wanted a chance to shoot this Maine made beauty. Well done Windham Weaponry a hit all the way around. If you can find one get it!!! Definitely worth the money. What can I say about Buds, ordered it on a Monday afternoon and had it in my hands on Friday. Detailed shipping every step of the way. Will order from Buds again. 











Lobsang R

on
03/29/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Got Exactly what, I ordered arrived in a timely manner, and was shipped with its own case. excellent gun for the price. Much less expensive than other named products, works just as well if not better. 











Andy M

on
03/17/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Finally got to shoot mine today after 3 weeks of having it. Took it apart prior to heading out today and cleaned and lubed it up. Shot about 100 through it today. I wanted to try and shoot a mixture of steel and brass just to see how it would do. All the brass 5.56 I shot was awesome. Never had a problem. Once I switched over to steel I started having a lot of problems. The 223 Hornady steel ammo shot fine. However, I had some Tula steel 223 and this stuff gave me major issues. First, it kept jamming up and wouldn't load a round into the chamber. It kept getting stuck so I emptied most of them out. When there was one bullet left in the mag I put it back in just to see if maybe it wasn;t the ammo but the magazine that was the problem. Well I fired the one round.....and the casing is now stuck in the barrel. It looks like the extractor actually bent the rim of the casing and now it won't come out. I even tried tapping it out with a cleaning rod and it won't budge. The rifle shot amazing up until this point. Definitely no complaints there It was extremely fun to shoot. Just wanted to give everyone else a heads up. Be careful what ammo you use. I should have known better but I wanted to see if I could actually run this stuff through there and it didn't work out. 











Charles C

on
03/14/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great rifle. This is my third ar15 type rifle and the price/performance ratio is high. The magazine is a little on the cheap side, but it works. I'd recommend an after market magazine like the magpul pmag. Other than that - I really like this rifle. First day out of the box I shot 100 rounds through it and had no problems with reliability or groupings. Great job Windham . 











John B

on
03/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Exceptional AR-15. I have 3 other ARs and Windhams rifle is just as good or superior to my Colt that cost about 3x the price. I shot 500 rounds of ammo through it from match grade to bargain basement and it was flawless. After some dialing in, I was able to get two inch groupings at 50 yrds on open iron sights. I looking forward to see what it does scoped. Very well engineered rifle. Not to mention the lifetime warranty. Bud's was great doing business with. A+++++ 











Joseph W

on
01/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks to Buds for quick service. Four days from placing order to holding my new weapon. Windham Weaponry makes a fantastic weapon. Fit and finish were flawless. Weapon functioned flawlessly. I researched all and after my soul searching went with Windham and am happy with my decision. You won't be sorry either. If I could give more than 5 stars I would. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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